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10:28am Post by ScubadaveUK » TDs May 01, 2018 4:37pm It's just me or anyone else finding the screen very difficult to read the blacked out text. It's very hard to read what's chosen, I can't even tell the temperature as it's darkened text too. Generally I find the system pretty good, but because of this problem I have to
stop to see what I choose. Grandland X Topaz Blue Elite Nav 1.2 Dsrogan Messages: 53 Joined: Mon July 02, 2018 9:38pm Post from Dsrogan W Jul 03, 2018 10:29 I also have this problem. Why use light gray text. why not good old white. Grandland Elite nav 1.2 auto in Topaz blue with third party reversing camera MY
2018.5 DavidM Messages: 2 Joined: Thu Jul 05, 2018 9:15 am Post DavidM Thu 9,2018 9:20am Anyone who has developed that with these colors of text and sizes needs to seriously consider if they are in the right job. I did highlight it to Vauxhall directly and through my dealer, but no wonder they weren't interested and
even implied no one complained. Dowler Messages: 7 Joined: St. June 27, 2018 11:12 pm Post Dowler Thu 9,050, 2018 10:30 pm Touch Screen absolutely useless...... It had to be angled to the driver too... While the car is full and complete !!!! I have never had a new car with so many problems!! lizzyfan Messages: 120
Joined: St. December 06, 2017 3:59 pm Post lizzyfan Sat July 07, 2018 2:36pm My Grandland is ok so far, apart from poor performance chilled seats and automatic gearbox lag. I will ask the dealer to look at these 2 things when he goes in for a new grill to be installed. I will also tell them about the gray parts of the
information and entertainment unit. What I'm struggling with is a connection to the car. It's hard to explain in words, but it just doesn't have that spark that needs to be present when driving a new car. I'm starting to think that maybe just maybe I should have kept my Insignia for a while longer, well, too late to overturn the
decision now. Grandland X Elite Nav 1.2 Auto-White Jade-Winter Pack 2 Oboogie2 Messages: 3 Joined: Fri Jul 13, 2018 6:16am Post by Oboogie2 » Fri 13, 2018 6:28am The same problem here with audio screen. In discussions with Vauxhall, the last answer is that it is normal functionality for the system. Go to the
homepage go to contacts and send them an email. Of course, this is a safety issue while driving. lizzyfan Messages: 120 Joined: St. December 06, 2017 3:59pm Lizzyfan Post Fri 13 July 2018 6:54am I just sent them an email complaining about the gray text as you suggested. Offered. X Elite Nav 1.2 Auto-White Jade-
Winter Pack 2 Oboogie2 Posts: 3 Joined: Fri Jul 13, 2018 6:16am Post oboogie2 » Sat 14 Jul 2018 7:16am Thank you for this lizzyfan. Anyone else is willing to report Vauxhall's problems with the audio screen. Another problem I have when I go to a dealership with a problem or a request, and I have had a few, stock
answer: This is a new model and no one knows too much about it . Does that sound familiar to everyone? If you don't complain it's brilliant for Vauxhall. How to add the model you should at the bottom of these posts? lizzyfan Messages: 120 Joined: St. Dec 06, 2017 3:59pm P.M. July 18, 2018 4:29pm There was a
response to my email from Vauxhall this afternoon re: grey text on the infotainment display. Opened it to expect to read the answer we were all waiting for, but all they wanted was my reg, mobile No. and the current mileage so they could escalate this into the appropriate department I won't hold out much hope ! My car
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